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INSIDE
• HAVE A BALL, ON US: O f the

many who entered, the
Champion's trivia contest, only
one LU student Is walking away
with the free tickets to the
Jr./Sr. Ladies, find out who the
lucky guy Is. See page 4.
• DO YOU KNOW WHO THIS GIRL

IS? If you
don't know
who she Is,
you better
check out her
profile In the
Llfel section.
See page 6.
• YOU CAN TAKE THESE TO VEGAS:

The top-notch Champion sports
editors make their picks for the
2001 MLB season. See page 8.
• SPRING SPORTS EVERYWHERE:

Now that LU's spring sports
teams are in
full swing, we
decided to give
you a look at
their action.
See the photo
spread on
page 7.
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• TUESDAY

Scattered showers.
High 60, Low 45.
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Blossoms in D.C.
By Jullcanna Outten, reporter

Instead of sleeping in this
past Saturday, many Liberty
students opted to go on a oneday bus trip to Washington,
D.C. For many it was a wel :
corned break from schoolwork
that allowed them to visit with
friends and do some sightseeing.
This was the second annual
trip to see the cherry blossoms
in D.C, put on by Student Life.
The three charter buses that
were nearly filled with students
left Liberty around 9:30 a.m.
March 31 and arrived in front of
the capltol at 1:30 p.m.
Students visited places such
as the Holocaust Museum,
National Gallery of Art, Lincoln
Memorial, Chinatown, the
Washington Zoo, Museum of
Natural History, the Cheesecake Factory and many other
sights in the nation's capitol.
Though the sights were
great, for many the best part of
the trip was fellowshipplng with
friends.
"You get to know people better, what they want to do or
what they like to eat," Junior
Ryan Cunningham said. He
and a group of seven friends
rode the metro to Chinatown,
shopped at a Chinese general
store and ate at a restaurant
that had an octopus and four
cooked ducks hanging in the
window. Cunningham said
they had a little difficulty communicating with the waiter, but
they did get their orders

JASON NALDRETT

SPRING IS ON THE WAY — Student Life took a bus trip to Washington,
D.C. March 3 1 to see the annual Cherry Blossom Festival.

through and enjoyed eating in
an upstairs room filled with
Chinese people.
"We were there for seven
hours and we ate for two hours
total and walked for about one
to two hours," freshman Adrian
Varon said. He was with Cunningham's group as they visited
other sites such as Union Station and the Holocaust
Museum.
The cherry tree blossoms

were just in the first stages of
blooming. They weren't quite
all the way out, they were still
working on it," Cunningham
said of the blossoms.
Sophomore Joy Goetz visited
a few museums with her friends
but said that eating dinner at
the Cheesecake factory was her
favorite part of the trip. They
bring out these huge,
Please see BLOSSOM, page 2

Web registration under way

•FRIDAY

Mostly cloudy.
High 72. Low 50.

• SATURDAY

Isolated T-storms.
High 72, Low 50.

A
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• YEARBOOK PHOTOS:

Photographers from the Selah
will be taking pictures April 3-6
11:30 a.m.-3 p.m. in DeMoss
Hall for the 2001 yearbook. ID
pictures will be used if a new
picture is not taken.

By Lee Ann Livesay, reporter

This week marks the beginning
of registration for the Fall 2001
semester. This semester, all students register online between
March 29 and April 20.
Graduate/Seminary students
and RN to BSN program students
were the first to register on March
29-30.
Honors students register April
2-3.
Athletes, debate, ITRC, special
needs, deaf students and interpreters register April 4-6.
Seniors begin registering April 9.
Juniors begin registering April 11.

Sophomores begin registering April
13. Freshman begin registering
April 18. The last day to register is
April 20.
The Registrars office, working
with other student support offices
and information services, has
made online registration even easier. ASSIST has been updated,
making it simple to register for
classes, pay and check-in at the
same time. At the student's
request, the pre-registration
deposit has been eliminated.
According to the Registrar,
Cheryl Sprouse, the administration
is listening to what the students
are saying.

Instead of paying the pre-registration deposit, this year students
must click on a payment plan
option before their schedule will be
reserved. These payment plan
options are not much different
from last year, except that a down
payment is required before May 1
for student schedules to be
reserved. Details are online.
One change they have made will
affect only the commuter students.
Before an off-campus student can
register, they must provide the registrar's office with an updated local
address. Due to the 911 -address

Liberty University will be holding mandatory
assessment testing for all undergraduate and
graduate students on April 4. The Transnational Association of Christian Colleges and
Schools (TRACS) and the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools (SACS) require all institutions of higher education to assess the academic and administrative aspects of university
life.
Surveys are administered for service areas
such as student accounts, departments, advising, as well as many other areas of administration. Academic assessment is given to sophomores who were first-time freshmen in Fall
1999 or Spring 2000 relating to English and
math.
University-wide assessment strengthens the
total program by informing the administration
and faculty of areas of strength and areas of
weakness, and thus areas that need improvement. This is precisely the goal of broad-based
assessment.
Students need to realize that if the administration feels that assessment is important
enough to cancel classes, then its important
enough for every student to participate. These
assessment tests are vital to the school because
they give the university an opportunity to identify problems and develop a plan of improvement.
The assessment tests this year will be more
efficient and organized than ever thanks to the
work of Barbara Boothe, director of planning,
research and assessment and her staff. She
has worked hard with the deans to assure a
very efficient assessment involving less time
and inconvenience than in past years.
The assessment tests will be held from 8
a.m.-10 a.m. on Wednesday, April 4. All students who entered LU as new freshmen In Fall
1999 or Spring 2000, regardless of present
class status, will meet in DeMoss Hall 160/161.
These students need to bring a notebook to
write on and two sharpened No. 2 pencils.
Freshman, transfer students with sophomore status, juniors, and non-graduating seniors need to meet in the Vines Center. These
students should bring a notebook and something with which to write.
All seniors who will be graduating in May
2001 will meet according to area of specialization.
If you have any questions contact Sue MisJuns, the coordinator for planning and assessment at ext. 2878.

Please see REGISTRATION, page 3

Designated testing areas:

Days of Glory opens April 7
By Diana Bell, news editor

• INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP: The

Career Center will be hosting a
Interviewing Workshop on April
4 in TE 129 and 4 p.m. Laura
Gallager from Alpha and Omega
will be speaking.
• SUMMER INTERNSHIP: A s u m

mer Internship is available in
Colorado Springs with the Dale
use Project and Young Life.
Contact Jason Autry in the
Campus Pastor's Office at ext.
2651.
• POETS CORNER: A P o e t ' s

Corner will be held at David's
Place on April 17 at 6:30p.m. A
live Jazz band will also attend.

LU holding
mandatory
assessment

By Tim Asimos, reporter

•THURSDAY

Partly cloudy.
High 73, Low 49.

2001

Undergraduates and graduate
students will be in designated testing areas and not in their 8 and 9
a.m. classes on April 4.

•WEDNESDAY

Scattered showers.
High 66, Low 47.
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GOOD FRIDAY — Dan Volbner portrays
Jesus on the cross during last year's
passion play performance.

With Palm Sunday coming up
this weekend, it is time for the
annual passion play.
This year it is called Days of
Glory. It is an Easter musical celebration put on by King's Players
and Eternal Praise. It opens April
7 with two performances—7 and
9 p.m. in the Vines Center.
The Easter passion play is in
its sixth year, according to Dr.
David Allison, writer and director
of this year's play.
For the first two or three years
the play was performed only In
convocation.
More than 50 actors, singers
and technicians participate in
the production.
Many hours of hard work have
already been put in. The cast has
been working since the beginning

of the semester. They meet for
three hours every Tuesday night.
The cast also met over Spring
Break.
According to Allison, LU's production is truly unique. "Unlike most
theatre programs where the audience merely watches the production,
at Days oi Glory, the audience participates in the production."
The audience welcomes Jesus to
Jerusalem waving palm branches,
hears the parables of J e s u s and
receives the Lord's Supper with the
disciples. Audience members travel
to the sites of the crucifixion and
resurrection with the cast.
In this production, the drama is
provided by King's Players and the
music is provided by Eternal
Praise. Many others help in the
production.
Please see GLORY, page 2

All students who entered LU as
new freshmen in Fall 1999 or Spring
2000: DH 160/161.
Freshmen, transfer students with
sophomore status, juniors and nongraduating seniors: Vines Center
Graduating seniors by major:
• Accounting — DH 126
• Biology and chemistry — SH 125
•Business — D H 118
• Communications — DH 119
•English — D H 138
•FACS — S H 106
• Fine arts and music — FA 108
• General studies — DH 133
• Government and political
science — DH 144
• Health science — AS 112
• P.E., sport management and exercise science — T E 103
• Psychology — DH 134
•Religion — RH 104/108
• Social science — TE 126
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LU trains special
education teachers

Blossom:
Students enjoy
trip to the annual
Cherry Blossom
Festival in D.C.

By Megan Price, reporter

Continued from page 1

huge portions of food and we
had lots of leftovers," Goetz
said.
Along with her was Roger Littlepage, a freshman, who said
that his friend took away over
half of a double cheeseburger
and on the way back to the bus
he gave his leftovers to a
scruffy-looking man on the
street.
"His face lit up and his whole
character changed," Littlepage
said of the man's response to
the gift. "That made our night."
Another group found themselves in a deserted section of
the city when they went the
wrong direction after eating
dinner at McDonald's and were
approached for drug money a
couple of times.
"It was quite a unique experience. The fact that we were the
only pedestrians out there was
a little freaky," Brian Fraser
said.
The group soon left that
area without any major incidences.
He also said he had the
opportunity to witness to a man
who was walking around
McDonald's doing little services
for people in exchange for
money.
Another group besides those
with Liberty went to D.C. Saturday. The Sunday school class
from Hyland Heights Baptist
Church took about 25 people to
do some sightseeing in the city.
"It was Just a day to relax,
hang out with friends and get
your mind off of school and
work," Laura Revell, a sophomore who attends HHBC, said.
"The bus trip back was probably the highlight because we
sang songs most the way,"
Varon said. Others just talked
or slept on the trip back.
The buses left D.C. at 8:50
p.m. and returned to campus
around 12:45 a.m., and as
expected, the students were
excused for arriving a few minutes after curfew.

CORRECTION
In the March 27 issue
of the Champion, the story
in the Life! section about
internships and resume
writing contained an
error.
The graphic with the
story attributed the sample resume to the LU
Career Center. The Career
Center, however, did not
provide the sample.
However, the Center
does have examples of
resumes available In its
office in TE 128B.

PHOTO PROVIDED

LAST SUPPER— Eric Lovett plays Jesus in last year's passion play performance. The show, Days of Glory, opens
April 7 at 7 p.m. Other performances are April 8 and 11-13 with a 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. show.

Glory: Passion play coming to LU
Continued from page 1

The role of Jesus is performed by Eric Lovett, campus
pastor, and Dan Vollmer, company manager of the King's
Players.
Lovett personally chooses to
participate in the play every
year because Easter is his
favorite time of year. "Honestly, it's the only time I actually get to enjoy being a part of
something.lt is really humbling to reflect on the life of
Jesus," Lovett said.
Lovett uses his band, Eter-

nal Praise, in the production
because of a shortage of guys
and for the live music.The
music is incorporated into the
drama by the actors to
advance the story.
The drama examines the
events recorded in Scripture to
show as clearly as possible the
nature of the resurrection.
The play is not put on for
sheer entertainment. There is
a divine purpose. "There are
those who say modern man
cannot believe that Jesus il
actually rose from the grave;
This drama was written to

ITRC adds 3 CD burners
By Stephanie James, reporter

The computer lab received a
new boost of technology right
before Spring Break with the
arrival of three HP CD-Writers.
The new HP CD-Writers, also
called CD burners, allows
users to create, share, store
data, photos and record music.
Students can purchase
blank CDs for $2, but the CD
burners are free to use. The
six step CD burner instructions can be picked up at the
ITRC desk. After the first two
introduction steps, users are
asked to select from the three
icons on the "create a CD"
screen. The three selections
are called HP MyCD, DirectCD
and HP Simple Backup.
HP MyCD helps users create
a music CD, copy an existing
CD or create a data CD to use
on any PC. DirectCD makes a
data CD to use on the PC that
they are currently working on.
HP Simple Backup backs up
your PC to CD.
"We have had a lot of positive responses," said one of
ITRC's supervisors, Chris
Hara.
As a test on the new burners, a student needed to save a
PowerPoint but she did not
have a 3.5 disk or a zip disk, so
the ITRC supervisors used a

Hot Deal'.

blank CD.
"The biggest advantage is
that pretty much every computer has a CD drive. It's
pretty hard to find a computer without a CD drive.
They store a lot more than a
floppy disk," Resnet supervisor Jay Johnson said.
The burners are the
fastest with the highest
speed on the market. The
CD burners record with a
speed of 12 writing meaning
it copies in eight to 10 minutes. The HP-Writer features
a CDx write. The higher the
write number the faster it
records and the lower the
number the slower it
records. A 1 and 2 writing
CD takes a half hour to copy.
When there were new
computer viruses on campus, the ITRC burned on
CDs. The four software
CDs are in the library for
students to check out. The
CDs are Windows 2000
upgrade, Windows 98
upgrade, CLEP and Visual
Studio 6.0

CLASSIC SAMPLER
s
2.99

baUftd2*fii

Includes portions of Homeslyle Lasagna,
Fettuccine Alfredo 6V Spagklti with Meat Sauce.

<«i»>

;

Valid al participating I a/oii s Out coupon pti peison per visit.
Not valid witti any unci otter Expires W 0 1

Baked Spaghetti
Parmesan

$

show that just the opposite is
true — that believing in the
resurrection is both reasonable and logical," Allison said.
Along with this weekend's
performances, Days of Glory
will be performed April 8,1113 with two showings every
night. There is no admission
charge.
Campus church services
will be cancelled in order to
allow students to take advantage of the showings. Dorms
will have designated times to
attend the play.

3.89

An all-time favorite for
an all-time low price.
Free Unlimited Breadsticks.
Dine-in only.

LYNCHBURG: 2629 Wards Road/Phone: 804-832-1200

"They do not have to be connected to the network in order
to get software," Johnson said.
Two CD burners are located
in Science Hall 102 and one is
located in Science Hall 101.
The ITRC announced to students about the CD burners on
March 19 on the Splash page.

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

Fall 1999 was the first
semester that special education was offered as a major at
LU. The program was the
result of a growing demand for
special education teachers
and Dr. Karen Parker's dream
and determination.
There are currently 22 students declared in the special
education program that offers
two undergraduate classes
during both the fall and spring
semesters. Students may also
take advantage of the EDP and
Master's degree opportunities
that are offered under the program. Students with a Bachelor's degree in any discipline
may enter the special education Master's program.
Parker, dean of the school
of education, came to LU in
1986 with the dream of equipping Christian teachers to
minister to those with special
learning needs. Parker saw
the lack of opportunity for students with learning disabilities or limitations in the Christian academic setting. She
also saw the need for educators trained to teach them.
"Special education has a critical shortage of teachers and it
is an area where I think we
need Christians," Parker said.
In 1999, Parker's dream
and the special education program came to be reality at LU.
Students who knew that the
special education program
was coming planned ahead.
The program graduated its
first student in December.
There are three on-campus
professors and one adjunct
professor who teach the special education courses. The
professors are preparing students to make a large impact.
"In special education, students learn excellent teaching
techniques that benefit every-

M UT U AL F U N D 5

TRUST SERVICES

TU I T I 0 N Fl N AN CI N G

Tax-deferred solutions
from TIAA-CREF can
help you reach your
retirement goals faster.
Sssr.
When you're investing for retirement, the adage
"never put off until tomorrow what you can do today"
doesn't apply to taxes.
That's because investments that aren't eroded by taxes
can add up to significantly more money for you—
money you can use to supplement your pension and
Social Security.

TAX DEFERRAL MAKES A DIFFERENCE

$102,068
Tax-deferred savings after taxes*

$67,514
After-tax savings

Let our consultants show you all the advantages of tax
deferral, or call us for a free tax-savings calculator.
Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs), IRAs and
other tax-saving solutions—along with TIAA-CREF's
low expenses and solid history of performance—can
help you invest tax smart today so that you can reach
your retirement goals faster in the years to come.

•Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59K may be
subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

PASTA & PIZZA
COMBO s2.49
Includes small Spatfuiti with Marinara or Meal Same
d Double Slice Pizza (Cheese or I'epperoni). V

body," Parker said. Parker
was referring to the fact that
the skills taught In special
education training can be
used to teach anywhere.
Mr. Denny McHaney, coordinator of disability and academic support, teaches a
Learning and Behavior Problems class in the program. He
entered the field after he saw
good students struggling in
the classroom because of
reading problems.
McHaney noted the
national shortage of special
education teachers. He is
excited about LU's involvement in the field. "The students will have the potential to
touch young lives, and we will
be able to send out godly
examples trained specifically
in the field," McHaney said.
Students who graduate
from the special education
programs will have very little
difficulty in finding employment opportunities. The
demand for teachers is so high
that schools are offering students jobs before they complete their student teaching
requirements.
McHaney advises that students complete student teaching prior to taking a full-time
Job because of the experience.
Graduates of the program
will be licensed to work in
three different specializations
upon completion of their
course work. They will be certified by the state of Virginia to
teach learning disabled, emotionally disturbed and mentally retarded students.
Parker believes that the
field of special education has a
Christian philosophy, and it is
one that she teaches at LU. "I
am excited to be able to offer
special education training in a
Christian school that is
accredited and state
approved," Parker said.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

> per month tor iu years
In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month
in a tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28%
•ox bracket shows belter growth after 30 years than the
same net amount put into a savings account. Total returns
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield
may vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative
purposes only and does not reflect actual performance, or
predict future results, of any 11AA t l<I I account, or
reflect expenses.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

mm
Valid at participating I a/uli s One coupon pei peison uw visit
Not valid with any otliei ottei. Exulit* 4/8/01

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1 800842 2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc distributes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities • Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements •
TIAA and TIAA-CREF tile Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
• Investment products are not F0IC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. O 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03
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The Price
is Right

DearPrlce,
My roommate snores all night long,
What can I do?
Sincerely,
Sleepless atNight

Dear Sleepless at Night,
I, too, feel your pain. I get the very
minimum sleep required to keep a
human being alive because of my roommate's snoring. It is a long, deep, powerful snore that starts from his toes and
CHRIS PRICE
gains momentum till it spews out of his
mouth like an erupting volcano. Then there is silence. And I begin
to hear the whimper become stronger and begin the vicious sleepinterrupting cycle all over again.
It wouldn't be so bad if it wasn't so deep. It wakes me up at night
because I think James Earl Jones is in my room talking to me.
The only advice I can give is to wake your roommate up. I always
yell at my roommate and wake him up. He doesn't get mad,
because he knows he sounds like he swallowed a tuba. It's not like
he is doing it on purpose. Nobody wants to grunt like a moose
while they sleep. I swear one day I will wake up and Bullwinkle will
be in my room because he thought he heard his mating call.
So try the earplugs and cotton in your ears, but the best bet is to
wake your roommate up. Even though you try to justify murder in
your head, don't do it. I know with my luck my cellmate would also
be a snorer. -Price
going to save some beautiful girl and she will fall madly in
lowersity cramming for finals and writing papers. -Price

Dear Price,

With the school year winding down, I need tofinda good summer
Job. I was thinking qfLifeguarding. What do you suggest
Sincerely,
Unemployed
Dear Unemployed,
Summer jobs—no matter what they tell you— are always terrible. I always have friends who make these big plans to do something interesting in the summer, and they always find out they
have been duped.
My summer job for the last 4 years has been working at a fishing lake, dragging fat women in and out of the water when they get
too tired to row the boat any longer. I don't mind this job because 1
get a tan, and there are always girls around riding on peddle boats
or walking their dogs. Not that I ever talk to them, but it's nice to
know that if I wasn't scared of girls, they would be there to talk to.
The only part of the job that 1 hate is packing bait. I often spend
hours a day counting out night crawlers and putting them into
buckets. I know you're jealous — it is quite a glamorous position.
One day I will be head worm counter. Come to think of it, it's a good
thing the thought of talking to a strange girl cripples me with fear
because I probably smell like worms and fish all day long.
Enough about me. A popular summer job is lifeguarding.
You get a tan, work at a pool, and maybe save lives. It is the
dream of many a college kid to sit in the chair and pretend he is
Hasselhoff. Let me just stop you from thinking you are going to
save some beautiful girl, and she will fall madly in love with
you. The only life-saving thing you will probably do is tell the
kid to quit hanging on the floating ropes or to quit running. If
your lucky, some dirty little kid will inhale too much water and
you will have to help him out. Do you want to give mouth to
mouth to the dirty kid? I didn't think so.
Find a job that pays well, and still allows you to nave a little time
for fun. I always got to sleep in and then watch .television before I
went to work. Granted, the only thing on was Jerry Springer or
Soap Operas, but it beat sitting at work. Whatever you do, realize it
is just temporary, and in 3 months you will be sitting at the world's
most exciting university cramming for finals and writing papers.

Students find career information at Fair
By Mariel Williams, reporter

Over 40 organizations were represented
at the LU Spring Career Fair, held March
28. This biannual event is organized by
the LU Career Center to bring students
into contact with prospective employers.
According to Career Center Director
Sharon Minard, the organizers tried to
bring companies from all over the country,
particularly those that had branches in
many different states. Business, law
enforcement, medicine, the military, ministry and education were all represented at
this spring's fair.
"The Career Fair is a good place for students to come and talk to professional
people in the field they are interested in,"
Minard said. Students can learn about
job opportunities, internship opportunities or whether or not they need to attend
graduate school. Those who are still undecided can learn what types of careers are
available to them.
'The organizations represented at this
Career Fair were chosen to provide a variety of choices, in order to have something
of interest to students in many different
majors," Minard said. Students who
attended previous Career Fairs encountered many organizations that were not
there before. "We always try to target new
companies," Minard said.
Senior business major Anthony Fleming came looking for a job for after graduation in May. He found the Career Fair
helpful in providing ideas.
Junior biblical studies major Allen
Hardison, on the other hand, came looking
for an internship in church ministry, and
was disappointed to find only one church
represented at the fair.

Registration:

Kelly's Magic Tanning Salon

Students prepare t o schedule classes
all the classes he wants, he should click
"yes." If not, he should click "no" and it
will
take him back and let him continue
deliverable. Commuter students canadding classes.
not register until they have done this.
If a student cannot register because
Sprouse stressed that students must
see their advisers before registering. If
of a prerequisite or needing approval to
a student does not see his adviser
take more than 18 hours, he can click,
before registering and somehow messes "no" when it asks if he is finished. Then
up his schedule, throwing him off for
he should go to the Registrar's office to
graduation, the Registrar's office takes
pick up a form that will let him get the
no responsibility for it.
signatures he needs. Then the RegisTo register for classes, students
trar's office will register him for the
should go to the Student Splash Page
class.
and click on the link to ASIST. Once
Once a student has clicked "yes" and
logged onto ASIST, students will be able said he is finished registering, he will
to see whether they are eligible to regis- get a confirmation e-mail on his Liberty
ter. If they cannot register, it will say
account to give him his schedule for
"open for inquiry only." To see why they next semester.
cannot register, students can click on
"1 am very pleased about this,"
the "view my holds" link. After they
Sprouse said of the new system.. "So
have corrected that, the student should far there has been no problems and a
be able to register.
lot of positive feedback."
After a class has been selected, it will
ask if he is finished. If the student has

Continued from page 1

When to register for
Fall '01 classes
Honorsstudents

.April 2*3

Athletes, debate,
ITRC, special needs,
deaf students
and interpreters

.April 4-6

Seniors

.April 9

Juniors

April 11

Sophomores . . . —

April 13

Freshman

.April 18

Registration ends April 20.
—
.

Art exhibit to extend cultural exposure
By Matthew Trick, reporter

Chris Price is an advice columnistjor the liberty Champion. To
submit questions, students should type out their question, name
and phone number and dropitqffin the Letter to the Editor box next
to the Champion office in DeMoss 110. The Champion reserves the
right to accept, reject or edit any questions.

Senior psychology
major Misty Miller
was excited to find
two different ministries looking for
people with knowledge of psychology.
Miller was very
happy with the information she obtained
at the Career Fair.
"This will help me
because I have . . .
V e b sites that I can
go to (to learn
more)," Miller said.
The company representatives at this
fair came looking for
students interested
in internships as
well as graduating
seniors seeking perALICIA HUFFMAN
manent positions.
THIS IS HOW WE DO IT — A student talks to an employer to gain inforThey offered a variety
mation about a job or internship opportunity at the Career Fair.
of different types of
jobs and ministry
so they have decided to look within the
opportunities.
local area colleges.
Memorial Hospital in Martinsville, Va.
In addition to information about spesent Assistant Director of Human
cific companies, the fair provided informaResources Faye Belcher to find nurses. "1
tion about the Career Center itself, as well
am here trying to recruit your RN students
as materials on different job search organgraduating at this time," Belcher said,
izations and Web sites.
adding that there is a shortage of registered nurses, as well as professionals, in
To add a bit of fun to the fair, several
other sectors of the medical field.
prizes from local area businesses were raffled off. Prize winners are listed on the
Jeannie Koger, of Piedmont Community
Career Center's Web site.
Services, came looking for psychology
Those who missed the Career Fair may
majors. Piedmont Community Services is
go to the Career Center's Web site, to find
an outpatient mental health care organia list of all the companies and organizazation. They have had difficulty finding
tions that participated.
college-educated employees, Koger said,

The A. Pierre Guillermin Library will
host a student art exhibit during the
month of April. Students from Liberty
and the surrounding area are invited to
attend an art exhibit that reflects the talents and artistic abilities of Liberty students.
Sandra Oughton, a communications
professor, is one of the faculty advisors
for the exhibit. She is looking forward to
students being able to express themselves through their art. "There is very
little art represented on campus. This is
an opportunity for students to be exposed

library where the awards will be given.
The art will be on display throughout the
end of the month.
Oughton is looking forward to many
people coming out and supporting their
fellow students. "Many students have
worked very hard to make this art exhibit
possible," she said.
There will many styles and tastes in
art represented at the exhibit. "Students
need more cultural events such as this at
Liberty. This is an excellent opportunity
to learn more about different cultures,"
she said.

to different art forms," Oughton said.
This year, the event is presented as a
cooperating effort between the faculty
and students. In the past it has just been
the students that arranged the show, but
this year the faculty is getting involved
with the event. "The exhibit is being
organized by the faculty and students,
which will make for a much more organized show," Oughton said.
Students who submitted their art will
first have it judged by a committee. A
juror from outside of Liberty will give the
final awards.
The exhibit will open on April 8. On
that date there will be a reception in the
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...skate to where the puck is
going to be, not where it has
been.
-Wayne Gretzky

V

Looking ahead to the SGA elections

ion
SGA, picking up the pieces
After a lackluster first semester of Idle banter, the SGA Senate has finally
undertaken and followed through with a whole host of student Initiatives that
will surety see positive outcomes flow from them. They have a calendar full of
legislation that Is not simple Internal squabbling, but rather focused and
meaningful bills that are working to better the life at Liberty University.
While many of the functions of SGA have remained the same, the tone at the
Senate sessions has been mysteriously more professional. Whether this success Is due to a new style In leadership, or simply the new leadership itself, the
Senate has made up much ground that was lost last semester.
As the Senate enters into a time of hot political contention that comes with
the SGA elections, let it remain the goal of that body to stay on course in bringing important student issues to its chambers. Hopefully through a message of
consistent student concern that is reflected In Its actions and legislation, it will
become even clearer that SGA Is truly committed to excellence In all it does.
Let this time of the being on the final straightaway not be a reason for the current legislative session to relax, but rather finished the course worthy and
shown fit for leadership.
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As someone who Is Interested in
possibly entering politics In the future,
I joined the Student Government Association at my first opportunity during
my freshman year. I then spent the
next three semesters as a senator and
had a blast doing so.
The highlight of my
senatorial tenure
was conducting
"Senate Time with
Bill" on my hall each
Thursday night. It
was a combination
senate report and
stand-up act, and I
loved it.
Such is the sum
total of my personal
experience within
the SGA—experience I now draw upon
to offer my advice to the three men
running for the office of SGA president.
The first thing the candidates for
any SGA office need to understand is
that the intelligence of the student
body is not to be taken for granted.
There is possibly nothing more Irritating than to hear an SGA candidate
promise the moon and stars. Promises
such as "I will build three more floors
on the Hangar", "I will eliminate
tuition" and "I will Improve (insert random LU office here)" all fall on deaf
ears because the students know these
things, should they be done, are not

billmurray

likely to be done because of the SGA.
The platform of a candidate should
not be a wish list of the student body,
but rather, it should be an original,
practical, realistic assessment of what
that candidate's administration will
accomplish. Platforms
that include the typical
banter that comes up
each time an election is
approaching do more to
discredit the candidate
and the SGA than they
attract votes.
Another point that
must be driven home is
the importance of looking
to your predecessors. In
Chris Stewart and Roy
Simmons, SGA and the
student body as a whole have had
presidents who were effectively able to
accomplish tasks they deemed important, all the while gaining respect and
trust within LU's administration.
As editor of the Champion, I have
been able to forge relationships with
most of Liberty's higher-ups. In doing
so, I have found that the people who
make the decisions around here
respond well to people who are knowledgeable and confident, while at the
same time being respectful and humble. There Is not going to be much
eagerness on the part of the administration to work with a candidate who is

full of criticism and yet void of any
solutions.
At the same time, the empty promise
"I will work well with the administration" does not quite cut it. "Working
well" is part or the Job, not something
for which the office-holder should necessarily be praised.
Lastly, candidates for SGA offices
need to learn the art of being specific.
I'm sure it must be hard to think of a
platform, balancing the need to entice
student interest and the need to be
realistic, but the details are often
where the interest lies. Blanket statements leave too much to the imagination and fail to keep the candidates
accountable to the students.
The best part of the election convocation, which this year will be held on
Monday, April 9, is when a candidate is
asked for the specifics and plan
attached to a part of their platform and
he or she can actually give one. It's
never hard to decipher who among the
candidates has done their homework
and is eager to earn the post for which
they are running.
While some students may doubt it,
SGA has the potential to be a very
influential organization, should we the
students vote wisely. So come out to
convocation on April 9 and make these
guys earn your support.

Do you know what you are eating?
There's just something liberating
about racing down the country highway
on a clear, warm Sunday afternoon. The
windows are rolled down, the wind is
whipping through your hair and you take
a deep breath of fresh...oh man! What is
that awful smell? It is rank! It cannot be
cow manure, and If it is, I can't imagine
what these farmers are feeding them.
For those of you who have regretfully
experienced a scenario similar to the one
described above, you may or may not
have discovered that what you smelled is
biosolids.
Biosolids is a euphemism for sewage
sludge or the by-product from chemically
treated human waste. With the dwindling number of landfills in this country,
the FDA decided to recycle raw sewage
into fertilizer, but the idea has been met
with intense opposition.
I heard recently on Lynchburg's local
news, WSETChannel 13, that farmers in
Appomattox County are at the center of
debate with residents who don't want the
smell of biosolids near their homes and
are concerned with health risks to
humans and livestock. I was surprised at
how many people didn't know about the
use of biosolids, especially since there
have been federal and state regulations
that allow the use of biosolids since 1994.
In fact, officials say 30 counties in Virginia currently use biosolids for their
farms. Terratec Environmental, which
manages biosolld programs on agricultural lands, claims that biosolids have
been applied to agricultural lands In
Canada for more than 40 years.
Still, the fact that most Americans are
unaware of the growing use of biosolids
adds to the suspicion surrounding the
use of the product. Some of the major

concerns raised by opponents include the
following:
• Sewage treatment plants often
accept industrial waste, which contains
poisonous heavy metals, as well as
human waste for processing.
• Water contamination causing health
risks. Many reports are circulating of
gastrointestinal illness, cancer and other
flu-like symptoms
caused from exposure
to biosolids.
• Enforcement of
safety precautions Is
left to the farmer's
responsibility rather
than an agency. To
ensure safety, waste
companies say specific
guidelines must be followed when applying
biosolids, such as a
waiting period before
entry onto treated property.
In addition to these concerns, I have
discovered some questions of my own.
Supporters of biosolids have a great economic value worth about $ 140 per acre
as a fertilizer, so why are waste-management companies paying farmers for permission to dump biosolids?
In a November 2000 article published
by AP writer Klley Russel, Kern County,
California farmer Shaen Magen said,
T h e only reason we survive here is that
we get a fee for removing the sludge and
incorporating it on our farm. We also
make our money out of the crop we grow
because we get it subsidized by free fertll
izer." Magen is paid roughly $25 a ton to
dump the sludge on his land.
In the same article, Jeff Green, a
lawyer for the organically operated

Grimway Farms, one of the nations
largest carrot growers, said, "There's a
number of scientists who don't believe it's
safe, who believe the current rules are
adequate to protect the land, water or
air."
One of those scientists is Frank
Womak, an agrostologist at a company
called Greensmiths located in Frisco,
Texas. Womak said
that bacterial and
viral threats are not
high and that the
product is suitable for
use on fields to grow
turf, shrubs and
trees, but he draws
the line when it comes
to using biosolids on
fields used for vegetables, fruits and edible
plants. He is against
the use of any kind of
organic waste used on food fields,
whether human or animal. He said," If
human sewage is ever used for food production, I believe that the vegetables
should be marked 'this food was grown in
soil that was fertilized with human
sewage.' Don't we have a right to that
kind of information?"
I agree. We should demand more
information on this product. It is our
responsibility to verify what we are told.
Find out what farms in your area use
biosolids. Express your concerns to city
officials.
There are alternatives to converting
sewage and garbage into usable, salable
products. Do you know what they are?
Find out.

tracilawson

And we have a winner
Junior Jack Riley is the lucky man who, thanks to
his incredible knowledge of LU trivia, has scored
two tickets to the Jr./Sr. courtesy of SGA and the
Liberty Champion.
The following are the answers to the quiz:

NELSON
P«00U8T«

QUALITY CHRISTIAN

FROM U S

ro Yoy!

1. B-flat, 2. proper homosexual rhetoric, 3. U.S. President 4. Soviets' Attempt to Gag
America, 5. Globetrotters, 6. Dr. James Dobson. 7. Sharon Wllkerson, 8. Fran,
9. houses near TRBC, 10. It was flooded and destroyed, 11. three, 12. James Beck,
13. Jeff Coleman, 14. five, 15. Southern Assoc, of Colleges and Schools,
16. Erik Green, 17. Sid Brlem, 18. 154, 19. Kenya, 20. Mexican
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picks of the week
• 4/7 "Days of Glory"

• 4/8 Student Art Exhibit Opening Night

"Days of Glory" is a musical play based on the last days of
Jesus. Performances are at 7 and 9 p.m. on April 7, 8, 11, 12
and 13 and can be seen in the Vines Center.

• 4/17 Poet's Corner

• 4/13-4/28 "West Side Story"
Opening night for LU's musical "West Side Story" is April 13 at
7:30 p.m. in Lloyd Auditorium. Tickets are $5. To order tickets
call (804) 582-2085.

mcna

The 2001 Student Art Exhibit will begin Sunday, April 8 in
the A. Pierre Guillermin Library. If there are any questions, please contact Chad Boswell at cboswel@liberty.edu.

"Poet's Corner" featuring student poetry and jazz music, will
occur on April 17 from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at David's Place. Submit
work to Dean of Women's office by 4/17 or call ext. 2313.

her
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up a

By Ben Hawks, reporter

M
Jfow do you make a spe^KpHUm
cial moment? The SGA's
£^ m
M answer is the
» - • * Junior/Senior banquet.
Among chandeliers, cufflinks and formal dresses, girls and guys are given
a chance to dress in formal attire and
dine in rich and beautiful surroundings.
"I love to get dressed up. It's just the
whole formal atmosphere," senior
Kristin Lancaster said. Lancaster also
enjoyed seeing Dr. Borek and his wife
dressed up and enjoying the evening
with the students.
The Jr./Sr. has been put on for
many years now, originally by a combined effort of SGA and Student Life,
but now both Student Affairs and
SGA run the event.
Entertainment has ranged from
bands to comedians. Jeff Allen will
provide this year's entertainment for
the Jr./Sr. Web site www.wordonline.com spoke of Jeff Allen by saying,
"It's the kiss of death to build up a
comedian because there is always the
chance that it will make your expectations higher than he is able to deliver.
That's not really a possibility here."

otos
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The
dinner last
year was accepted well by students. "The food was good but
the portions were small,"senior
Tristan Boyd said.
In the past the banquet has been
held at the historic Hotel Roanoke.
This semester it will be held at the
Omni in Charlottesville, Va. The Omni
building is shaped like a wedge and
covered with mirrored windows.
A common question among
Jr./Senior attendants is what to do
afterwards. Past post Jr./Senior
activities have included watching
Casablanca on the large screen at
David's Place or going ice-skating.
Students want extra options about
post Jr./Sr. events. "Give us ideas of
what to do, (maybe] a couple of
options and have prices included in
the ticket," senior Becky Shorkey said.
Senior Joshua Davis visited the landmark Roanoke star and attended a
coffee house after the banquet.
Some people may be wondering if
the event is worth its $27 price tag.
With all social activities it's usually
who you go with. "I just have a good
time with my friends." Boyd said.
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Fad or fixed — cell
phones still annoy me
1 don't own a cell phone. I don't know
if 1 ever will. For all you cell phone
junkies out there, hang up your Nokia
or Motorola, take five minutes, relax
and rest your weary, radioactive ears.
While I understand and appreciate
the purpose of cell phones (i.e. to communicate,) people misuse them. In my
eyes, they have become annoying and
dangerous.
This has been my direct and indirect
experience with cell phones: They are
misused and over used.
• Scenario # 1: My friend is driving a
stick-shift car, drinking coffee, fooling
around with her tape deck and talking
on her cell phone. I am sitting in the
passenger side seat, petrified.
aario #2: In Movies 10,1 am

M M M M

watching the emotional scene when
Tom Hanks in "Castaway" reunites
with his girlfriend in her driveway,
when I hear an electronic ring eight,
times imitating Beethoven's symphony. The scene is ruined and
I fester in my seat.
• Scenario #3: At the WalMart check-out line, a
woman in front of me gets
a ring. I listen to her discuss where she is and
what time she will return
home. At no time does she
make eye contact with
the cashier because
she also pays with
a check card.
• Scenario #4
My roommate's
cell phone
rings in our
room while
she is out. I
pick up the
phone, try to

Oiiink

T i n s

'Directions to "The Omni
• F r o m Interstate
6 4 East or West
take Exit 1 2 0 .

•Off of the exit,
follow 5 t h St. n o r t h
for two miles to t h e
historic down-town.
• T h e hotel is
located on the right.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• Notice how the
picture's focus is
on the man's face.
This gives the picture more impact,
and makes it look
more professional.

By Bruce Kite, reporter

S*%
g
f e all know the routine, it is classic. You wait for two days,
% 1
/ snd then r a c e t° the store in utter anticipation. Your eyes
% / \ /
bulge with excitement as you grab that envelope from the
•
V
cashier with your greedy little paws.
But then, the excitement drops from your face as utter grief comes over
you. Once again, the pictures that you so anxiously waited for turned out
dark as pavement or grainy as sandpaper.
So how can you avoid this? How can you take pictures of your special night
without having to buy night vision goggles to view them? The answers are
simple.
First, move in close. "I'm convinced that many, potentially excellent photographs become typical "snap-shots" usually because the photographer didn't
move in and fill the picture frame with the subject," professional photographer Brian Ratty said. Instead of just snapping a quick picture, think about
what really makes the moment, and focus on that. Fill the picture frame with
only what is important, and leave out anything that would detract from the
picture.
Second, check the lighting. Photographs shot with bright lights behind the
subject often leave the subject too dark to notice. Try to keep even lighting
before and after the subject to avoid dark pictures. And if it is necessary,
make sure the flash is on.
Next make sure you purchase the right speed film. High-speed film is best
for action shots and low light and indoor settings, but it results in weaker
color and grainier pictures than slower speed films. For your special night,
"200-speed film is the overall best," photographer Andrew Hudson said.
Finally, think of pictures that you like, and why you like them. Try to emulate in your pictures those things that you like in other pictures. Stay focused
on what makes the moment of the picture and shoot away.

r i

At
the event, SGA will
be providing students
with a list of suggestions for things to do
after the Jr./Sr. Some of the suggestions include visiting various coffee
shops located behind the hotel on an
open mall and other eating establishments in Charlottesville.

*k By keeping even lighting before
and after the subject, details in the
subject are not "darked out" by
bright lighting behind, or spotlighted
by bright lighting before the subject.
Remember to use the flash indoors.

pull the antenna up on the phone to
low-quality relationship over the
phone, he is also shutting out others —
get better reception and start pushing
buttons, only to realize that I hung up
others that would be able to develop
on the caller. He calls back and I do the personal, meaningful relationships.
same thing — technology these days.
My life is busy enough, without giving myself an excuse to further compliWhich brings me to my fears
about technology. Technology to cate it. I almost think people use cell
phones so frequently in order to disme is scary and the cell phone
represents too much change,
tract themselves from the "real stuff of
too fast. 1 am a skeptic when it life" — (thanks, Rob Jackson.) to fill
comes to believing in the
their lives with trivial conversations
that adds up to one heily phone bill
quick fixes of technology. I
don't appreciate all those
every month.
A few things to think about — In a
gizmos and gadgets. Give me
a cup of tea and a real-live
recent study published by The New
England Journal of Medicine, those
person in front of me to
talk to, and I am happy. who drive while using their cell phone
have a four to five times more likely
Much like Internet
relationships, the
chance (the same risk if you were drivexcessive use of cell ing legally drunk,) to have an accident
phones contradicts
than people who don't use phones
while driving.
its initial goal.
While a cell phone
Medically, Swedish researchers say
user is communithey have found a link between using
cating with somemobile phones and fatigue, headaches,
one and creating a and tingling and heat sensations on

i For action shots,
high-speed film is
best. Overall, for the
best picture quality
on that special night,
use medium-speed
film.

the ear and skin.
Aesthetically speaking, cell phone
designs have come a long way. With
cool, vivid colors, sleek designs and the
opportunity to be "mobile," their
attraction has become irresistable for
trend-followers. So, 1 guess I can see
how most Americans would succumb
to those tricky advertising techniques.
There may come a day when I need a
cell phone, but until then, I am keeping
it simple. I can find other ways to look
important while walking, driving or sitting in public — and it doesn't involve
talking into a hole the size of my pupil.
If something that fits into the palm of
my hand can make me so irritated at
times, there must be some reason and
validity to my argument.
1 know cell phones aren't inherently
bad, but (sorry females,) putting a
woman behind the wheel of a car, with
a phone in hand, spells E-M-E-R-G-E
N-C-Y 9-1-1 all over it. For the sake of
our lives, remember that friends don't
. let friends drive with cell phones.
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Tourcna a taste of
ope
sr I ourma a taste p urppe
lounrigyi taste of urope
Dana Galbratth, Lindsay Bryan & Kimborly Mr.C.irrick
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Christy Sikkelee
Status: Junior.
Ministry: Vision traveling team.
What cartoon character best
describes you? Minnie Mouse
because she is girly and has a
high voice like me.
What family show best exemplifies your family?
Probably 7th Heaven because my
step dad is a pastor and my dad
has six kids.
What top three qualities are
you looking for in a future
mate? A humble heart, a teachable spirit and a passion for people.

m rom Big Ben to the Blarney
F — r Stone to the beautiful roses of
W
France, Liberty students can
live out their dream of vacationing overseas.
From May 21 - June 7, English Professor, Dr. Partie, is leading his fourth expedition to Britain, Ireland and France in
hopes that those embarking on this
"adventure" with him will broaden their
understanding and appreciation for the
landmarks, inspiration and talent that
sprang from these lands beyond the sea.
"We can go to Stratford on Avon and
enter the home of William Shakespeare
or visit the Balmorals Castle where the
Queen of England resides during the
summer. You simultaneously experience
the glories of the past with the glories of
the present," Partie said.
"The trip is open to all students, faculty, staff and even friends who have no
affiliation with Liberty University," Partie
said. "I studied in Austria as a junior in
college, and it was truly a growing experience." According to Partie, seeing the
places you read about makes history
come alive and adds a new dimension to
education.
Since the English staff views this as
a "living classroom," students have one
of two options. They can take the trip for
fun, or students can sign up for a class
called Context in Literature in the spring
semester and read
literature
from

If you could spend an evening
with any famous person, who
would it be and why? Brad Pitt
... what girl wouldn't?

life changing experience," Partie said.
these places before actually visiting the
The primary purpose of this trip is
various regions. In the second option,
exploration and there is something for
the student would receive three credit
everyone — theatrical productions,
hours towards his/her degree.
musicals, historical landmarks, scenery
The cost for both groups stands at
and even malls for the avid shopper.
approximately $2200. This fee covers
"Everyone should experience the sites
three weeks in Britain, round trip airof another country. If you are too unorfare, all transportation while in Europe,
breakfast and dinner daily and sight see- ganized to get your own trip together.
Liberty has done the work for you. It is
ing lead by expert guide EF Educational
hard to describe how astounding the trip
Tours, supposedly one of the best in the
was. You just have to experience it for
world. Sites toured will include Big Ben,
yourself," Sergeant said.
Buckingham Palace, numerous catheTake the time to check into this once in
drals, the Eiffel Tower and much more.
a
lifetime
opportunity. The more people
"Having a native tour guide made the
who
seize
these chances, the more likely
trip better because he knew the history
Liberty is to go further with overseas
so well, as well as the best ethnic restautrips and studies.
rants," Rachel Sergeant, the ExperienOn April 12, Partie is hosting an
tial Education Coordinator from the
orientation meeting concerning
Career Center, said. Sergeant traveled
next year's summer trip to Europe.
with EF Educational Tours last sumThe group will meet at 3:15 in
mer.
TE140 (to be confirmed at a later
Sergeant also recommends the trip
date,) to discuss ideas for a tentafor anyone, especially if they have
tive itinerary.
never traveled overseas before. "It is
If the Irish countryside and
nice because the school has the whole
French cuisine doesn't suit you,
agenda planned out. You don't have
how about experiencing the epitany prep work. They keep you really
ome of the Renaissance world?
busy, but you get to see amazing
As he begins to describe
things, like cathedrals and Shakehis
upcoming trip to Italy and
speare's home," Sergeant said.
Greece,
Dr. Bruce Bell beams
Senior Heather Vanduser agreed
with excitement.
with Sergeant's enthusiasm. "It was
"The unparalleled beauty
such a good experience. You get to
of Florence and historical
see so many countries; everyone
value of Rome will make
should do it," she said.
this trip unforgettable,"
The faculty at LU has been very
Bell said. "I've always
involved in promoting the trips to
loved the Greek and
students. "I've seen history
Roman classics
come to life, and I want any
and there is great
and all who are interested to
L^e^r*^
• -i
biblical signifiparticipate in the April
meeting. This is
cance to
I I
a .

What is one of your most
embarrassing moments? I was
at a high school basketball game
and I fell down the bleachers,
backwards and head first!

Greece and Italy. I keep the posters for
the trip right here before me. I don't have
to do much to get excited about going!"
Bell, who has coordinated the trip
through EF Educational Tours, can't
wait to explore the Mediterranean with
students this summer.
The group leaves from Washington
D.C. on May 16 and will return on May
28. Seventeen students have enrolled for
the trip and are able to earn International Business credit while on the tour.
According to the itinerary, the group
will explore many cities, including Rome,
Florence, the Vatican City, Pompeii, Delphi and Athens. A cruise of the Greek
Islands will finish off their adventure.
"The tour is not listed as a spiritual
tour, but the sites are so exciting to me
because so much of the New Testament
takes place in Rome," Bell said. "I hope to
be sharing scripture with those on the
tour to add understanding to their experience."
Bell hopes that the students soak in as much of
the Mediterranean as
they can —the sights,
sounds and the way of
life.
"Any overseas travel
gives appreciation of the
world and other people —
it helps us to see how
blessed we are," Bell said.
"I hope this trip will give
students a greater awareness and understanding
for missions and business."
A trip for next summer
* r T iry** is already in the works,
including visits to Rome,
I I . .
<•!.
Paris, Switzerland and
Germany. Interested students can contact Dr. Bell
m »-»
o r Mrs Torrence for information.
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Who is your favorite band or
singer? Andrea Bocelli, an Italian
opera singer.
What is one of the sweetest
gifts you have ever received? A
florist from the Holiday House
randomly walked up to me and
said. "Here...take this rose." It
was for no reason at all. (Thank
you if you're reading this!)

helps Manhattan Bible Church over break
By Laura Kanzler, reporter

What is your favorite weekend
activity? Relaxing with a
Caramel Macchiato from
Starbucks and attending our LU
hockey games.
What is one of your most memorable experiences at LU? When
I almost got 18 reps and a fine for
decorating my friend's pavement
with sidewalk chalk.
What is the worst hairstyle you
have ever had? Definitely the
permed hair and sky-high bangs
starting in 4th grade.
What is one book you would
recommend others read?
(besides the Bible) Fresh Wind
Fresh Fire by Jim Cymbala.
What is your favorite quote or
words of wisdom you would like
to pass on? Humility is knowing
who you are, while realizing
where it came from.
What is your pet peeve? A dirty
car.
Where do you see yourself in 10
years? Married, three kids, and
working at a day spa that's possibly my own.
Who had been your most influential professor at LU?
Professor Joshua Moon who
taught probability and statistics.
If you were on a deserted island
and you could take only three
items, what would they be? My
future husband (whomever he is),
his guitar, and my mascara.
What is your life verse?
Jude 24+25 "Now unto Him that
is able to keep you from falling
and to present you faultless
before the presence of His glory
with exceeding joy. To the only
wise God our Savior, be glory and
majesty, dominion and power,
both now and ever. Amen."

Compiled by Carolyn FJaas

^A f you've gone to classes at all in the
J m past two weeks, you've probably
Mbeen deluged with the inevitable "How
t ^
was your spring break?" question at
least a hundred times. Of course, you
haven't just been answering the question;
you've been asking it, too. And why not?
With everyone's trips to their homes, to
Florida, or out to a missionsfield,there are
some great stories to be told.
YouthQuest took a mission's trip to New
York City this spring break, and its members
have story upon story to share. For the past
six years YouthQuest has ventured up to
chilly NYC to help out with Manhattan Bible
Church.
"It's normally an eight hour trip," Misty
Miller a senior psychology major on
YouthQuest for her second year, said, "but
our bus broke down three times...it took 14
to 15 hours to get there!"
According to Miller, the bus broke down for
the third time about 20 minutes away from
the church. Yet instead of being discouraged,
Miller remembers the team breaking out in
praise songs to God. Strangely enough,
their bus driver outside got the crazy
idea to hit the engine with a rock just as
the team was singing — and the bus
started up!
"It made us think that 'Wow, God
must have something special for us for
Satan to be attacking,'" Miller said.
Youth Quest spent the week helping
out at Manhattan Bible
Church's soup
kitchen for the
homeless, along
with ministering at a
drug
rehabili-

tation center, evangelizing in the city streets,
performing church services and doing construction at the school in which they slept.
Karri Gibson, a senior psychology major
and prayer and encouragement team leader,
said her favorite part of the trip was going to a
place called the Children's Village. The village
is home to boys ages 6 to their early 20s, who
have survived abusive situations, suffered
from drug abuse, along with a host of other
difficult circumstances.
"I fall in love with those kids," Gibson said.
"I have a heart for inner-city youth."
Gibson, Miller and their teammates spent
long hours ministering during their week at
New York.
While the long days and nights were draining. Miller felt as though God really showed
His strengthening power to her and the team
throughout the week. Right before going to
NYC, He gave her a verse, Mark 16:20, "Then
the disciples went out and preached everywhere, and the Lord worked with them and
confirmed his word by the signs that accompanied it."
"It was definitely the one of the most
incredible weeks of my life," Miller said as she
reflected upon what God did for her throughout Spring break.
Well, by now
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Spring sports begin to bloom
Baseball, Softball, tennis and track
heat up as well as the weather.

FOLLOW THROUGH — Freshman April Herrmann swings through a backhand in her doubles
match last week.

BACK SPIN — Bruno Coelho
returns a serve last week against
Robert Morris, (right)

STRIKE THREE —Carie
VanArtsdalen hurls a pitch last
week to try to pull the Flames'
record up. (below)

JOHN MSHKK
JPHN FISHER

THERE'S THE PITCH — The Lady
Flames take on their spring opponents this week, including Virginia,
Penn State and Bowling Green,
(above)

RUN LU RUN— Grover Gaddy and
LU's track team opened its spring
season at the Savannah State
Invitational. The Flames host a
multi-event meet this weekend at
home, (left)
JOHN FISHER

FILE PHOTO
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AUTOMOTIVE

Lynchburg's Complete Automotive Center
American Car Care
Michelin - Kelly
Firestone - UniRoyal
Pirelli - General
Nitto
Ifairtim*1' T a n c n
ACC Prospector
Brigadier Sidewinder
Firestone - General
UniRoyal Laredo
Michelin

Expert Brake Repair
Custom Exhaust
Struts & Shocks
Lube, Oil, And Filter
State Inspection'
Computer Alignments
Maintenance Tune-ups
Clutch Replacement
Transmission Service
Dri veubi 1 i ty Testing
Engine Diagnostics

QamgM Mwmnmmm
(.•ir Alltu Buily
101 SthStroel
847 il'uu
ijtill Ant.; Pnr(5

jttn M\ atrcot i.bofc'siiciti

• Auto Sales
• Complete Auto Body Shop
• Rentals - Late Model Cars
and Vans
• 24 hour Towing 610-1690
• Used Auto Parts
K'l .'.'1 1 [ i l l -.1

Mn Street
•MiC'J

'l ikl.mil n i i r v i o n
1 1.'' !lr».jtv-,i:oi,o

su-i oaorf

ATTENTION STUDENTS
• Bring all your oar neede to ual

• Lube, oil, and filter $19.95
Include. 5 qto. Of oil, tltlei & 2 9 point

Mfaty check.
• Check our pricee on tlree, we won't be
beatil
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Crawford goes the distance Softball: fails to East Carolina
continued from page 10
By Robin Williams, reporter
When first seeing J o r d a n
Crawford one would b e compelled to think he w a s a b a s ketball player. He Is 6 7 ,
weighs 2 1 5 lb. a n d wears a size
14 s h o e . He fits the description, right? Wrong. While
Crawford once aspired to b e a
basketball a n d soccer
player, h e soon h a d a
c h a n g e of heart. Crawford, now a sophomore,
found h i s niche In track
a n d field.
Crawford, a native of
Cincinnati, Ohio, w a s
inspired to r u n track by
h i s two older b r o t h e r s
w h o were b o t h track a n d field
a t h l e t e s . He b e g a n r u n n i n g
d u r i n g his freshman year a t
Lebanon High School, b u t
never thought h e would b e a
collegiate athlete.
"I enjoyed high school, b u t I
never thought I would b e a
Division I athlete," Crawford
said.
During Crawford's senior
year in high school h e h a d to
m a k e the decision t h a t m o s t
g r a d u a t i n g seniors face; w h a t
school to go to. After weighing
his options between Cedarvllle
College a n d Liberty University,
Crawford selected Liberty.
"I wanted to go to a Christian school," Crawford said.
T h e y h a d a good track team,
so that's w h a t attracted m e to
Liberty."

Coming o u t of high school,
h e participated In t h e 1 1 0 m e t e r high h u r d l e s a n d t h e
high j u m p . After entering college, Crawford began training
for t h e decathlon w h e r e h e h a d
to learn eight additional
events.
Head Coach B r a n t Tolsma
said Crawford p o s s e s s e s
potential t h a t
could possibly
qualify h i m for
nationals.
"It's n o t a
question of if
he'll be good, it's
a question of
when," Tolsma
said.
CRAWFORD
Crawford's
"strange mix of a
real clown, b u t also very
focused," a t t i t u d e a s described
by Tolsma, h a s b e e n beneficial
to Crawford's m a t u r i n g in Liberty's track program.
"He's n o t afraid to work
h a r d . He lays it on t h e line
every workout," Tolsma said.
According to Tolsma, Crawford h a s shown t r e m e n d o u s
improvement in t h e high j u m p ,
h u r d l e s a n d t h e 1500-meter
r u n . Crawford set a personal
record in the javelin this year,
exceeding h i s b e s t m a r k by 3 0
feet with a l a u n c h of 170'^10.
"It w a s t h e n a s t i e s t (javelin)
form, b u t it w a s encouraging
b e c a u s e I know I once I have
the right form I will throw further," Crawford said.

Crawford credited most of
his improvement to h i s growth
in confidence. He reflected o n
his first high-level collegiate
indoor meet a s a freshman
after seeing t h e likes of Clemson, Virginia Tech a n d Tennessee, "I got really n e r v o u s . I
t h o u g h t I w a s going to get
slaughtered." Crawford said
he h a s changed since t h e n .
"I know I've done my part;
I've trained," Crawford said.
Crawford said h e does n o t
have a n y rituals o r tactics In
tapping into h i s psyche t h a t h e
does before h e competes.
"I try not to think a b o u t it
b e c a u s e the more I think a b o u t
it, the more n e r v o u s I get."
Crawford is currently u n d e r going rehabilitation on a s t r e s s
fracture in h i s ankle, b u t h e
said h e is looking forward to
being 100 percent again.
"Being injured m a k e s me think
of how m u c h h a r d e r I'm g o n n a
work w h e n I get back."
Tolsma believes Crawford
will m a k e a major contribution
to t h e t e a m ' s scoring.
"If the ankle heals, I would
expect for him to have a c h a n c e
a t scoring in t h e IC4A C h a m p i onships," Tolsma said.
Crawford said t h a t in order
to become a better athlete, it is
accessary for h i m to train
h a r d . He d o e s n o t believe t h a t
"some people a r e j u s t b o r n
,
with it." Instead h e pulled from
personal learning experiences,
"Don't get cocky."

Karcher adds to staff
By Devon Parks, assL sports edrtor

Williams Stadium will feature
many new faces when die Flames
open tiieir football season in die
fall. While most of tiiose faces consist of new players, two new members of die coaching staff will grace
the sideline.
Liberty's Head Football Coach
Ken Karcher announced die addition of Mike Hand and Donald
Smitii to his 2001 coaching staff.
Hand comes to Liberty after
spending the past two years a s the
head coach at Fort Payne (Ala.)
High School. Prior to his job at Fort
Payne, Hand was die atiiletic director, golf and football coach a t
HaleyvUle (Ala.) High School. While
at HaleyvUle, he took his team to
die state playoffs in 1997 and was
a speaker at die Nike Coach of die
Year Clinic in 1999.
At die collegiate level. Hand
coached at Arkansas State, North
Alabama, Richmond and Tennessee-Chattanooga. In 1997, he
took Richmond to a berth into die
NCAA I-AA Playoffs. Hand also took
Tennessee-Chattanooga to NCAA IAA Playoffs, and North Alabama to

NCAA Division II Playoffs.
Hand played college ball at
Alabama under legendary coach
Paul "Bear" Bryant and helped
guide the team to die Gator, Liberty
and Blue Bonnet Bowls while earning tiiree A Club letters. He graduated in 1972 witii a bachelor's
degree in marketing.
"Mike h a s coached at all levels of
the game and brings a wealtii of
coaching experience to our staff,"
Karcher said in a press release. "I
believe he will be a great asset to
our players both on and off die field
of play and above all is a committed
Christian who understands the
vision of our program."
Smitii graduated from Liberty in
1989 where he was a tiiree-year
letterwinning cornerback for the
Flames. He currentiy ranks tied for
second all-time witii 26 pass deflections and tied for first with eight
forced fumbles.
During his senior year, Smith
led die squad witii 13 kickoff
returns for 241 yards, averaging
26.2 yards per return. He also
returned on kickoff for a touchdown. Smitii recorded tiiree interceptions his senior year and fin-

ished his career witii 231 tackles
for the Flames.
After graduation, Smitii was
drafted by die Minnesota Vikings in
die tentii round of the NFL draft.
He participated in die Vikings preseason camp in 1990 and die Dallas Cowboy's camp in 1991 before
moving to the Canadian Football ,,
League.
He started his career witii the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers and was
twice selected to the Eastern All
Star squad and was a member of
die 1994 Inter-Gold All Star team.
Smitii also played for die Memphis
Mad Dogs, tiieTornoto Augonauts
and the Hamilton Tiger Cats in his
professional career.
"I believe with the combination
of his playing career at Liberty and
his professional days, Donald will
be able to relate witii our players.
He is fundamentally sound in all
aspects of the game and brings die
experience of going to the next level
to our coaching staff and die program. And like Coach Hand, he is a
committed Christian who understands die vision of our program,"
Karcher said.

victories over the visiting Lady Flames, 2-1 a n d 3 2. In the first game, East Carolina (31-12) broke a
scoreless tie in the bottom of the fourth inning a s
Beth Bridger led off the inning with a n opposite
field homerun to give the Lady Pirates a 1-0 lead.
Liberty was able to generate some offensive
momentum when East Carolina's Eva Herron mishandled Terry's grounder, which allowed Everly to
cross the plate to score the game-tying r u n .
The score would remain knotted a t 1-1 through
seven Innings. In the eighth inning, both offenses
had scoring opportunities b u t could not cross die
plate as die Lady Flames stranded one runner,
while die Lady Pirates left three r u n n e r s on base.
Liberty h a d a n even better chance to take die
lead In die nindi, b u t ECU pitcher Laurie
Davidson got Amanda Goc to strike out witii bases
loaded to end LU's threat. East Carolina w a s able

MUB predictions from the Sports editors
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Fort Hill
Charming, 1 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished efficiency downstairs apartment. Newly redecorated. Includes
microwave, stove and refrigerator.
Perfect for single person. Prefer
someone quiet. All utilities included.
$320/month
Fort Hill
Bright and cheerful, 1 bedroom, 1
bath, furnished upstairs apartment.
Immaculate condition. Very affordable. All utilities included except
electricity. Prefer someone quiet or a
couple. $3307month.

Help Waated
SlO/hr GUARANTEED
Work on campus 17T or P/T for as
little as 5-10 hrs/wk or as many as
40 hrs/wk. Be your own boss. Create
your own schedule. Limited positions.
Call 1-800-808-7442x80

Graduating?
i e l l y«ur Junk t o
uMsuspectiag

* Above apartments include 1-year
lease. No pets. Call now at 237-3703
and leave a message.

Waited

Survive Spring break 2001! All the
hottest destinations/hotels! Campus
sales representatives and student
organizations wanted! Visit inter-campus.com or call 1-800-327-6013 The
Tribe Has Spoken
$FUNDRA1SERS$
Open to student groups and organizations. Earn $5 per MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost. Call
for info or visit our website.
1-800-932-0528x65
www.ocmconcepts.com

A college students dream job!!!
Great pay with flexible hours and no
transportation needed. We are seeking part time employees. Pick your
own schedule. We will train you. If
you have a clear voice and need a
great job, call 582-1585 or 582-1587
or come by and fill out an application: B&B Presentations, 523
Leesville Road, Lynchburg.

Need a summer job?
Tuition painters of Lynchburg fs
now hiring students for the summer.
No experience required. Earn from
$7-10/ hour plus bonuses. Interested
students should contact Chandler
Patterson @ chpatte4@vt.edu or
540-392-1816
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BROOKE HERRMANN
SPORTS EDITOR
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•

AL East- Yankees
AL Central- Indians
AL West- Athletics
Wildcard- Mariners

•
•
•
•

AL East- Yankees
AL Central-Indians
AL West-Rangers
Wildcard-White Sox

•
•
•
•

NL East-Braves
NL Central- Cardinals
NL West-Diamondbacks
Wildcard-Mets

•
•
•
•

NL East-Braves
NL Central-Cardinals
NL West-Diamondbacks
Wildcard- Mets

•
•
•
•

NL East-Braves
NL Central-Cardinals
NL West-Diamondbacks
Wildcard-Mets

• W.S.-Yankees/Cardinals
• Champion-Yankees

• W.S.- Yankees/Braves
• Champion- Braves

• W.S.--Braves/Yankees
• Champion-Yankees

• AL MVP-Jason Giambi
• AL CY Young-M. Mussina
• NL MVP-Todd Helton
• NL CY Young• Homerun Champ-Carlos
Delgato

• AL MVP-Juan Gonzalez
• AL CY Young-P. Martinez
• NL MVP-Andruw Jones
• NL CY Young-Darryl Kile
• Homerun Champ-Mark
McGwire

• AL MVP-Juan Gonzalez
• AL CY Young-P. Martinez
• NL MVP-Mike Piazza
• NL CY Young-R. Johnson
• Homerun ChampSammy Sosa

Roller hockey's season ends in disappointment
By Jimmi Clifton, reporter
T h e Liberty roller hockey team
a n n o u n c e d t h e e n d of its s e a s o n on Friday
after t h e g a m e against t h e University of
Richmond. Friday's game e n d e d t h e s e a s o n
on a down note, a s they were defeated by t h e
score of 2 0 - 4 . T h e University of Richmond's
s t r e n g t h a n d experience were impossible to
beat, b u t LU's spirit a n d love for t h e g a m e
p u s h e d t h e m t h r o u g h until t h e end.
T h e F l a m e s were scoreless going into t h e
second half with the score of 12-0. T h e second half w a s a bit brighter for t h e Flames a s
they scored four t o Richmond's eight.
F r e s h m a n D a n Adams a n d j u n i o r Kevin
Hagarty took a d v a n t a g e s of t h e o p e n n e t ,
e a c h scoring two goals.
"Even t h o u g h we were getting smoked
o u t there, w e were having a great time," said
A d a m s after t h e game. T h e love of t h e g a m e
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is w h a t b r o u g h t this t e a m together, a n d
w h a t held t h e m t h r o u g h until the end.
Looking back on t h e game, Adams recalled
one of his goals. His t e a m m a t e J i m Bellew
gave h i m a beautiful p a s s , leaving t h e n e t
perfect for Adams* shot. "Scoring t h a t goal
w a s o n e of my greatest roller hockey
moments," Adams said. B o t h Bellew a n d
A d a m s play for LU's ice hockey team during
thewinter.
In a league of well-established teams, the
h e a r t of LU's players s t a n d s o u t . Their dedication to t h e sport kept t h e m in die league
a n d doing their best until t h e end, b u t a s a
club team, they a r e forced to s u p p o r t themselves. This h a s n o t been t h e easy for d i e
team t o overcome, leaving d i e team witii n o
choice b u t to cancel t h e rest of the season.
T h e t e a m h o p e s to re-enter t h e league
next s e a s o n .
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she is.
Call us for your banquet corsage
8125 Timberlake Rd

(804) 239-2629

Tune-Up Special!

$19.99 ^Z,
All Makes & Models!
Includes adjustment
of brakes and gears

•laine a t

582-2128

Check Out Our New Web Site!
www.bikesunlimited.com

Fort Hill Bowling
Center
239-9261
Specials- $1.40
per person per game
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M-F10-7
Sat 10-6

www.bike3unlimited.com * 2248 Lakeside Dr.
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AL East- Yankees
AL Central-Indians
AL West-Athletics
Wildcard-White Sox

385-4157
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7 minutes to LU

Spacious, very nice, 2 bedroom, 1
bath duplex, tastefully redecorated.
Nice eat-in kitchen. Stove and refrigerator, washer and dryer included.
Nice neighborhood. Near busline.
Ready to move in. $400/month.

Help
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JOHN FAREL
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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C l a s s i f i e d s

to take advantage of Its base runners in the bottom
of die nindi inning a s Brandt Benedict's sacrifice
fly to right field scored teammate Lisa Paganini to
win the maratiion affair 2 - 1 .
ECU was able to u s e timely hitting and solid
pitching to hold off the Lady Flames 3-2. LU fought
hard tiiroughout the contest a n d was able to rally
In die top of die seventii inning.
Liberty pinch hitter Lindsay Shelton's double
drove in Mereditii Hollyfleld and Kim Johnson.
However, ECU's defense tightened and recorded
the final two outs of the contest to close out the
victory. Liberty's Carte VanArtsdalen took die loss
a s she allowed j u s t one earned r u n on tiiree hits
throughout die contest.
Witii only one game standing in die way of Big
Soutii regular season competition, die Lady
Flames m u s t get back on the winning track. The
Lady Flames intend to do j u s t that a s die face in
state rival Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Va. today
a t 2 p.m.

Monday: 8:45 p.m.- close
Wednesday. 9:00 p.m.- close
Weekday: til 5p.m. also
Come Join the fun
In tho Fort Hill Shopping Contor
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Men's soccer plays tough in spring season
By Justin Ridge, reporter

Liberty Men's Soccer started their spring
season with a competition date at James Madison University last week. Liberty played games
against Navy and James Madison.
The Flames played Navy 0-0 till the last
minute and a half when Navy scored a breakaway goal and won the game 1 -0. "We had
about 80 percent of the possessions during
that game and we had a lot of good scoring
chances," Liberty Coach Jeff Alder said.
Ten minutes after the Navy game ended, the
Flames turned around and played a James
Madison team that went to the NCAA tournament last year to a 0-0 tie. Coach Alder is
excited about thefivecompetitions during the
spring season. The competitions are mini-tournaments to give players experience and
coaches a chance to evaluate their teams.
"We are developing a new identity and a
standard of excellence," Alder said. Former
Men's Soccer Coach Bill Bell retired at the end

of this season, giving the head coach Job to
Alder.
The spring season is also a time for player
development "We are trying to cultivate an
environment that's conducive for players getting better but it's also very competitive," Alder
said.
The team is losing four seniors this year and
Alder has already chosen players that he wants
to step up and lead next years squad. Alders
squad will use the springs games and experience to prepare for next fall.
"We need guys who can become an extension of our coaching staff and who can lead on
thefieldand off thefield,"Alder said. Juniors
Ben Strawbridge, Jason Streets and Dean
Short are all players Alder has asked to take
leadership roles. They've really stepped up and
are providing leadership on a dally basis," Alder
said.
Short was nominated for Ail-American this
year. Strawbridge was All-South Atlantic this
year and Streets was the leading goal scorer in

the Big South Conference last year. "With the
players we have right now and the recruits
coming In this fall, I think weVe got a chance to
be extremely competitive." Alder said.
Alder does not feel a lot of pressure replacing
Coach Bell. Bell was the wlnnlngest soccer
coach in Liberty history. "If I sat back and
thought about replacing Coach Bell It would be
a little overwhelming," Alder said. "What he's
done in the last 13 years has prepared me as c\
person, a player and a coach to eventually be in
the position that I am In now."
Next year's schedule will be tough but it will
be a test to see if the Flames are ready for a
higher level of play. The tough schedule Is also
good for recruiting and exposure for the program.
"We are opening up at Virginia's Tournament which includes Virginia, UCLA and Maryland," Alder said. Alder thinks that playing in
this tournament early next season will provide,
"visibility and credibility to Liberty and the soccer program."

FILE PHOTO

HAVE A NICE TRIP — Jason Streets looks to avoid a nasty spill in Flames
soccer action this past fall.

Baseball's Hagan dreams the impossible dream
By Julie Lott, reporter

A coach's dream player is one who Is mentally
as well as physically prepared.
Liberty's third baseman, sophomore Matt
Hagan is a well-rounded person on and off the
field. As a sport management major, Hagan
strives for every young baseball kid's dream.
Hagan started out in baseball as many children dor—playing catch with his dad in the back
yard. He thanks his dad for being one of his
greatest influences in the game.
At 13, Hagan and his family moved from California to Eaton, Colo. Moving to Colorado
taught Hagan to reestablish himself as an athlete in a new environment.
"It's like you have to start all over again. It's
like coming to college," Hagan said.
But before Hagan started at Liberty he was a
three-year varsity letter winner at Eaton High
School where he was a two-time all-conference
athlete. The summer before Hagan's senior
year, he was on the American Legion team.
"I have been very fortunate to be on some
successful teams," Hagan said.
Hagan made all-state his senior year. He also
helped lead his team to the state championship
in Colorado his senior year.

Even in high school, Hagan had an impressive bat. His senior year he batted .519 while
playing all-county basketball and all-conference
tennis.
Hagan proved himself to be an all around
athlete. He started playing soccer first then
moved on to other sports. Including tennis and
basketball as previously mentioned, Hagan also
participated in football and volleyball.
"There was something about baseball that
grabbed me at a young age," Hagan said.
Raised in an athletic family it was no shock
that Hagan was a star in the making. Tina
Hagan, Matt's mother played basketball and volleyball at Biola. Hagan's brother, Mike is currently looking at Llbertys track program.
In December of 1998, Hagan and his parents
traveled to Lynchburg for Liberty's baseball
showcase. He was very interested in Liberty
when arriving. He knew that he would be competing in the Division I level and would be In a
Christian environment.
"Those were the two things I was looking
for... and that definitely narrows your field of
choice," Hagan said.
A few weeks after leaving Liberty, Hagan
received a call. Liberty's coaches liked the talent Hagan showed while In Lynchburg on the

field. Hagan was ecstatic.
"I felt the Holy Spirit move in
me. I knew this is where God
wanted me to be," Hagan said.
In his first year at Liberty
Hagan red-shlrted, preparing
himself for his future career. Liberty's assistant coach Terry
Weaver commended Hagan for
his dedication to the game.
"Matt brings a lot to the table.
He consistently comes mentally
prepared every time he steps on
the field," Weaver said.
' According to Weaver, professional scouts rate baseball players on five tools—strength in
swing, high average, strength of
arm, running speed and defensive
consistency.
"Matt is very versatile. He has
four out of the five tools and continues to polish each tool,"
Weaver said.
Hagan was Big South Player of
the Week last week. It was no
surprise after his exhilarating
performance against the Flames'
rival. Coastal Carolina last weekend.
Hitting three consecutive home
runs and going five-for-five, no
one can ask for a better game.
Hagan broke one Liberty
record and tied another one In the
doubleheader against Coastal.
He totalled 15 bases in the game
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breaking the old record of 12 held
"DREAMS CAN COME TRUE" — Thirdbaseman Matt Hagan takes a big
in 1985. The second LU NCAA
Division I record he tied was total swing and earns a base hit for the Flames.
home runs in a game, also held in
"Whatever happens it's up to God," Hagan
1985. Hagan's fourth at bat of the Coastal game
said.
came within two feet of a homerun and would
have put him at four home runs, breaking the
"He is a testimony of what hard work can
record held by Sid Bream in 1981.
do... that is his greatest accomplishment,"
His batting average was .471 for the week of
Weaver said.
March 25, and he had two stolen bases.
Hagan would love to fulfill his dream of
becoming a major league player but is enjoying
his time playing for Liberty right now.

College Students
Need a job? We're hiring!
National television & radio ministry opportunities!

Wholly Holy
Three times a day you feed your physical hunger.
Holy Communication can satisfy your spiritual
hunger. If you 're starving for real soul food
come to church this Sunday. We promise you
won't go away hungry.

New Covenant Reformed Episcopal Church
meeting at the Patrick Henry Institute
434 Rivermont Avenue
Sunday 11:00 am
m

One of the largest companies in Bedford County,
InService America, now offers opportunities where you
can work with any of these national ministries listed
below:
Promise Keepers • Dr. Charles Stanley-InTouch • Dr. Adrian
Rogers-Love Worth Finding • Dr. Chuck Swindoll-Insight
For Living • Dr. Robert Schuller-Hour of Power • Dr. James
Merritt-Touching Lives • James Robinson-Life Outreach •
Larry Burkett-Crown Financial Concepts and more!
• $7.00 per hour for taking incoming calls (order, salvation,
prayer, conference registraUon)
• $5.50 per hour for praver calls only.
•Must be available between 2pm-2am Monday-Friday, Sundays
8am-6pm and one Saturday per month.
•Part-time
•Conservative working environment
•Anyone looking for a ministry opportunity
The ministry opportunity you've been looking for in just around
the corner. Call now to see if you can become a part of Uiis growing company.
Call 316-7437 or visit us at our new facility at 129 Vista Cenhe
Drive in Forest, VA

BASEBALL

Champion

MEN'S TENNIS

• 4/4 James Madison at LU, 3

• 4/4 LU at Radford, 1

• 4/6-7 LU at Elon, DH 3

• 4/6-7 Charleston Southern at
LU,1

• 4/10 LU at Virginia, 3

orts

WOMEN'S TENNIS

TRACK
• 4/7 LU Invitational, 11a.m.

• 4/4 LU at Radford, 1
• 4/6-7 Charleston Southern at

SOFTBALL

LU,1

4 / 6 LU at Elon, 2:30
4/7 LU at Winthrop, 1

Track runs at Raleigh, ready for home
A P R I L 3,

By Devon Parks, asst. sports editor

brookeherrmann

Spring has
sprung...
The trees are beginning to
blossom along the Lynchburg
streets, rain is the daily norm as
the temperature begins to rise,
and the girls on campus are
pulling out their spring colored
short skirts, yes that means it is
spring time. You'll start to see
more and more couples blossom
cross-campus and the greatest
sport starts up once again.
With less than 40 days left in
the semester, spring is my
favorite time of year. It is baseball season. As my assistant editor gave his two cents in the last
issue for the Yankees, I eagerly
awaited Opening Day, yesterday.
We discussed in the office how
Opening Day should be declared
a national holiday and how businesses should be shut down and
national t.v. networks should
broadcast all the games.
It is going to be an exciting
season as Texas' million dollar
man, A-Rod could become the
greatest player ever, and as the
Braves finally break their choking streak and beat the New York
Yankees to take their spot in the
limelight once again.
So for all of you baseball fans
this column consists of my picks
for the 2001 season.
Let's start out with the NL, my
personal favorite. In the East, of
course the Braves are going to
"Rocker"—the world. No pun
intended. I will spare you my
argument as to why they are the
best since I just discussed that
two issues ago.
In the West, I predict the Diamondbacks. Though their pitching isn't the strongest, they have
a strong offensive lineup. I Just
like Luis Gonzalez. The fact that
he was the only NL player to start
all 162 games Impresses me.
Then there's the Central, and
I'm going with the Cards. McGwire is healthy, enough said.
But, there's also Darryl Kile who
finished second in the NL with 20
wins, a power hurler. Plus my
buddy David Benham could come
up from the minors and help out
majorly behind the plate.
In the American League East
I'm betting on the Yankees even
though they are my least favorite
team in the world, I must be realistic. New York has the talent
that makes my team shake in its
shoes.
In the West,I'm pulling for the
A's. The reasoning behind my
madness is as follows: Tim Hudson leading the pitching staff,
Jason Giambi bringing back his
swift bat, and Jose Ortiz is an •
awesome second baseman and
could possibly win Rookie ofthe
Year.
That brings us to the Central, I
think Cleveland has it. According
to ESPN their lineup is second in
the AL and 1 must agree. The
power house hitter is free agent
J u a n Gonzalez. Dave Burba on
the mound is a plus with his 180
K's last season and 16 W's.
A smile spreads across my face
as I think of sitting at Turner
Field for a Braves game. Having
a boyfriend living in Atlanta, just
might have its perks. (Kidding,
babe.)
And to all of you baseball fans
enjoy your favorite team stadium
wherever you may be. Support
your team this spring, and support LU spring sports while
you're at it! Take yourself out to
the ball game!

The Flames track and field team
prepared for cold and rain as it traveled to Raleigh, N.C. for the Raleigh
Relays. What they got was a track
meet full of warmth, sunshine and
approximately 100 teams.
"There were more schools there
than at the IC4A championships,"
Coach Brant Tolsma said.
Michael Decker got the Flames off
to a quick start on the first day of
competition. Decker won the 400meter dash in 45.97 and met the provisional qualifying standard for outdoor nationals.
According to Tolsma, Decker beat
one Olympian and the third place finisher from the U.S. National
Championships. Decker also ran the
200-meter dash, placing fifth with
21.26.
The men's 4x100-meter relay team
of Grover Gaddy, Decker, Guifaly
Christolin and Jeremy Wagner finished fifth at 41.13, while the 4x200meter relay team of Gaddy, Decker,
Sam Brunt and Wagner took fourth
with 1:25.73.
"Our men are coming back and
getting healthy," Tolsma said.
On the women's side, Liz Robertson
was the top finisher for the Lady

2Flames.
0 0 1Robertson,
• who
P A vaulted
G E the
10

same height as the winner, took second place in the pole vault after a
Jump-off. Robertson cleared 11 '-5.75.
Heather Sagan was the only other
top finisher for the Lady Flames.
Sagan finished fourth in the 1,500meter run with a time of 4:25.99.
Tracy Hoare finished 12th in the
10,000-meter run, but her time of
37:08.50 established a new school
record in the event.
According to Tolsma, the women's
team is struggling right now.
"We're kind of beat up right now,"
Tolsma said. "Our sprinters are in
trouble...Robin (Williams), Thera
(Seymore) and Christina (Schlesinger)
didn't run this weekend. Kodi
(Pollard) can run, but is really hurting. Rebecca (Parsons) is out (in the
distance events). Hopefully they'll get
back. We'll keep doing the best we
can."
The Flames compete at home this'
week in the first of three in-town
meets. The Liberty Invitational starts
at 11 a.m. this Saturday. The Flames
will travel across town to Lynchburg
College next weekend, then will host
the Big South Conference
Championships April 19-21.

FILE PHOTO

MOVING ON UP — Freshman sprinter Bryant Walker moves up on the competition
in a track meet at the Virginia Tech Indoor Invitational.

Winthrop sweeps LU baseball
By Chris Humphreys, reporter

Saturday afternoon the Flames dropped both games
of a doubleheader to Big South Conference foe
Winthrop. The Flames lost the first game of Saturday's
doubleheader 12-5. In the second game ofthe day
Flames' starting pitcher, senior Anthony Pennix, carried
a no-hitter and a 2-1 lead into the seventh inning before
Winthrop rallied for the 5-2 win.
The Flames entered this weekend's series against
Winthrop, with a 2-1 record in Big South and a 13-10
record overall. The Winthrop Eagles made their way to
Lynchburg with a 3-0 record in the Big South, and a 235-1 record overall.
Dan Valentin, got the start for the Flames in the first
game ofthe doubleheader. Valentin took the loss for the
Flames, giving up nine hits and eight runs (seven
earned) in 5 1 / 3 innings. Valentin struck out two and
walked six as his record dropped to 5-2 on the season.
Valentin's counterpart for the Eagles, senior Jeremy
Herauf, recorded a complete game and a win for the
Eagles. Herauf gave up 10 hits, two walks and five
earned runs to Flames batters. Herauf earned his seventh win for the Eagles this season.
Flames' first baseman, junior Kelly Knouse, hit a run
homer In the bottom ofthe fifth inning and Steve Baker,
junior centerfielder,drove in Flames' other two runs on a
double and single. The Eagles were led offensively by
right fielder, Todd Leathers, who went 5 of 6, scored four
runs and drove In a pair of Eagles.
In the second game ofthe doubleheader, the Flames
took a 2-1 lead into the top ofthe seventh. Flames starting pitcher, Anthony Pennix pitched six inning of no-hlt,
one run baseball.
However, after Pennix got Eagles'firstbaseman, Bennet Staph, toflyout to start the seventh, Eagles'
catcher.Stas Swerdzewski homered to tie the game at
two.
The Eagles would go on to score three more runs in
the top ofthe seventh and take a 5-2 lead. It appeared
the Flames were going to rally in the bottom of the sev-
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DID HE MAKE IT? — A Flames runner makes the dive back to first base as Winthrop attempts to pick him off.

enth when sophomore catcher, Matt Hagan, who was
named BSC Player ofthe Week on March 25, led off the
Inning with a single and Baker reached on an error. But
Eagles' starting pitcher, Ben Thurmond, retired the next
three Flames' batters to notch his sixth win ofthe season.
Thurmond threw a complete game for the Eagles,
striking outfive,allowing two earned runs on Just six
hits. Pennix took the loss for the Flames leaving his
record for the season at 3-2.
Pennix allowed three earned runs in 6 1 /3 innings.
Senior Josh Brey, Flames closer, gave up two unearned
runs while recording thefinaltwo outs for the Flames.
Flames' second baseman, sophomore Larry Wayne
York drove one of the Flames runs in the bottom of the

third when shortstop, sophomore Joey Monahan, scored
on York's sacrifice fly.
The Flames other run came on centerfielder's,senior
Trey Miller, RBI single in the bottom of sixth that plated
pinch runner, Junior Israel Noble.
Earlier in the week the Flames lost games to Brown
and William & Mary. Brown defeated the Flames 12-6
and William & Mary knocked off the Flames 12-4. The
Flames play William & Mary on April 3. On April 4 the
Flames play James Madison in! ynchburg. The Flames
then travel to play a three game series with conference
foe, Elon, on the April 6- 7.

Softball snaps seven game losing streak
By Doug Stewart, reporter

From the beginning its 2001 campaign, the
Liberty University softball team knew that its nonconference schedule would be a tough one. Playing
a schedule that is saturated with nationally ranked
teams, the Lady Flames have been slowed by a
lacking offense, as well as several key injuries.
That combination of negatives equaled a sevengame losing streak for the Flames as they headed in
to their doubleheader against the Hampton Lady
Pirates last Tuesday. The Lady Flames were able
to erase their losing streak by out-dueling Hampton
in game one by the score of 2-1.
In a game that featured strong pitching performances from both teams, Liberty was able to create
enough offensive production in the third inning to
hold off the pesky Lady Pirates. Hampton's
Michelle Flores scored off of a Brandie Cobb single

in the third inning to break the scoreless tie.
However, LU quickly answered as senior Cheryl
Everly led off the bottom of the inning with a single.
She advanced to second on a sacrifice bunt by Lisa
Jones and eventually scored on a throwing error
and a Sarah Hartley single up the middle. Hartley
scored the game-winning run when Alison Terry
singled.
In game two, Hampton overcame a stingy LU
defense to score five runs in the top of the seventh
inning. The fifth inning explosion capped an
impressive comeback and allowed the Lady Pirates
to hold on for the 5-4 victory over Liberty.
Liberty then traveled to Greenville, N.C. to take
on Big South Conference associate member East
Carolina on Saturday at ECU Softball Field. ECU
used two strong pitching performances to pick up
two one-run
Please see SOFTBALL, page 8

*
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ON YOUR MARK — Liberty's Cheryl Everly gets ready to make
a run for third base in Lady Flames softball action this week.
i

